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We report the use of the boundary between ion irradiated and unirradiated regions to template the
lateral self-organization of nanoscale ripplelike morphological features that spontaneously evolve
during uniform ion irradiation. Using uniform rastering of a 30 keV Ga+ focused ion beam, up to
eight periods of ripples have been templated to follow the boundary under the set of conditions
explored. We report the dependence of the range of lateral templating on incident angle, ion dose,
and boundary inclination with respect to the projected ion beam direction. We show that the ripple
organization is influenced by a down-step as well as by an up-step in the surface morphology.
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Because the future of nanotechnology ultimately rest
the controllable and cost-effective fabrication, integrat
and mass production of nanoscale structures, various
cation and assembly techniques are being investigated.
tolithography permits excellent throughput and morpho
control but is approaching fundamental limitations to the
ther reduction of feature sizes. Single-particle manipula
techniques permit exquisite control but are challenged
throughput considerations. Self-organization processe
more readily adapted to high throughput but are challe
by limitations in control.

Solid surfaces sputter-eroded by uniform ion irradia
are known to undergo a morphological instability term
“sputter-rippling.”1 This phenomenon has also been obse
under ion milling conditions with a focused ion beamsFIBd,
even in situations where the raster pattern is designe
uniform etching of a large area.2–4 In many cases the mo
phological instability is considered a nuisance.5 However,
the observations that the ripple wavelength is a control
function of the irradiation conditions5,6 and that sublitho
graphic feature sizes can be created have stimulated in
in the investigation of this phenomenon as a possible n
fabrication technique. Additionally, ion irradiation of Ge a
of some III-V compounds has been shown to result in th
dimensional structures with feature sizes as small as 1
and very large aspect ratios.3,4,7 Although fabrication with
the FIB itself is not envisaged as a mass production t
nique, unfocused ion irradiation is already in mass pro
tion in CMOS processing, and it is anticipated that the r
feedback possible within situ real-space imaging in a FI
instrument will accelerate the understanding of the phen
ena believed to be common to both focused and unfoc
ion irradiation.

It has been observed occasionally that the sputter r
pattern resulting from irradiation is influenced by the bou
aries of the irradiated region.3,4 In this work we explore thi
phenomenon for the case of 30 keV Ga+ FIB irradiation of
Ges001d at room temperature. Irradiation was carried out
ing a FEI DualBeam DB235 FIB-Scanning Electron Mic

−6
scopesSEMd in a vacuum of,1.4310 mbar. The beam
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current was 100 pA and the spot size was nominally 20
The beam was rastered across a predefined area o
sample surface, during which the beam would dwell at
discrete location for 1ms and then move rapidly to an ad
cent location. The direction of motion was normal to
projected ion beam direction except at the edges wher
path “turned around.” The separation between adjacent
tions was set to nominally 50% overlap, which in this c
meant a 10 nm center-to-center spacing in a plane norm
the ion beam direction. The current profile within the bea
believed to be roughly Gaussian. The morphology of
irradiated surface was observed usingin situ SEM.

In Fig. 1 we show an example of the ripple struct
resulting from typical conditions. A series of rectangular
ters was created using exposures of 1–12 min, in 1 mi
crements, at an incident angle of 62° from normal. The
jected ion beam direction is from left to right in the figu
The “upstream” ripples, i.e., those near the left edge o
crater, are more contiguous and better aligned to the bo
ary than the “downstream” ripples. The ripple wavelen
starts at around 200 nm and coarsens slowly with incre
dose sreported throughout this paper as ions per cm2 in a
plane perpendicular to the ion beamd. The length scale of th
ripples is not only much larger than the spot size and
pitch reported above, but is also much larger than the
ranges17 nmd, longitudinal stragglings10 nm standard d
viationd, and transverse stragglings7 nm standard deviatiod
calculated by SRIM.8

In Fig. 2 we show the result of an experiment to iso
the effect of the boundaries of the rastered area from
effects of the projected ion beam direction and the sca
rection. An irregular quadrilateral has been rastered such
none of the boundaries are normal to the projected ion b
direction. The raster path, however, is vertical in the fig
The first four ripples are extremely well aligned to
boundary, as indicated by the dashed lines. The align
decays with distance so that only about 50% of the sev
ripple is aligned to the boundary. The tenth ripple and
yond appear completely uninfluenced by the boundary

wave vector now being parallel to the projected ion beam
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direction. We identify the “number of aligned ripples”
seven in this case. We identify a ripple as “aligned” i

FIG. 1. Ripple alignment with boundary of FIB-milled rectangle. Plan-v
SEM image of successive craters created using ion exposures of 1–1
in 1 min increments, from upper left through lower right. Dose in unit
1018/cm2 is indicated immediately above each micrograph. Side view i
trating milling and imaging geometry is shown at the top. The higher
tiguity and better alignment of the “upstream” ripples, i.e., those nea
left edge of the crater, compared to those downstream is most appa
the images at the top of the right-hand column. Ripples farthest downs
are hidden by overhang in high-dose images; actual area of crater bot
independent of dose. Crater depth in final frame is 1.5mm. Beam curren
was 100 pA; beam diameter was 20 nm; center-to-center spacing
10 nm.
appears, by visual inspection of the micrographs, to run in a

JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
direction parallel to the boundary for a significant frac
s,50%d of the span of the crater. We estimate the un
tainty in the number of aligned ripples identified in this m
ner to be ±2 when values are in this range, and propor
ately less for smaller values.

In Fig. 3 we show that the ripples can be aligned als
a “down step” as opposed to an “up step.” Trenches
inclined boundaries were initially milled to an unspecifi
large depth. A subsequent rectangular raster partially
lapping the trenches created ripples with alignment
trolled by the inclination of the trench boundary.

The extent of alignment is a nonmonotonic function
ion dose. In Fig. 4 we plot the number of aligned ripples
the ripple wavelength vs. dose for a rectangular crater m
in the geometry of Fig. 1. A maximum in number of align
ripples is observed near 1.431018/cm2. The extent of latera
influence of the boundaries can reach 2mm at this point. Th
breakdown of the ordering at larger doses appears to b
result of homogeneous coarsening and break-up o

n,

in

is

s

FIG. 2. Ripple alignment with boundary of FIB-milled irregular quadri
eral. SEM image taken at 15° from normal. Ion irradiation 67° from nor
projected ion beam direction shown by arrow; ion dose of 0.431018/cm2.
Schematic cross section shown at the bottom. Schematic of raster pa
plan view is shown at the top. Raster path is the white line; left bounda
the raster pattern is inclined by 10°. Note that the actual line pitch o
raster is much smaller than drawn, 10 nm/coss67°d, or 26 nm. Ripple align
ment with boundary near left edge decays over several periods until r
align normal to the projected ion beam in the center of the milled re
Diagonal lines drawn along the ripples are guides to the eye.
ripples.
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Ripple alignment is sensitive to the angle of incidenc
the FIB. In Fig. 5 we plot the number of aligned ripples
incidence angle with respect to the surface normal. All
diations were for 400 s, corresponding to a dose of
31018/cm2. sAs the angle increases from zero, the d
reckoned in a plane parallel to the wafer surface decre

FIG. 3. Ripple alignment with trenches. SEM image taken at 10° from
mal. Ion irradiation at 62° from normal, projected ion beam direc
showed by arrow. Schematic cross section at bottom and plan view a
Trenches with boundaries inclined by 62° from normal to projected
beam direction were initially milled to create “down-steps” for templatin
ripples. Rectangular raster partially overlapped trenches as shown.
path is white line. Ripple alignment with boundary near “upstream” e
decays over several periods.

FIG. 4. Dose dependence of number of aligned ripples for the geome

Fig. 1. Line is a guide to the eye.
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s

from this value to 0.6631018/cm2 for 67°.d The alignmen
appears to be still increasing with angle at the most gra
incidence angle that we could attain with the existing sam
holder. Still greater angles should be attainable using
fined geometry.

The extent to which the boundary can be used to “defl
the ripples is shown in Fig. 6. Not surprisingly, the ability
the boundary to exert a long-range influence on the a
ment of ripples decays as the boundary inclination from
natural ripple orientation increases. This effect appea
limit our ability to create patterns covering arbitrary area
controlling only the boundaries.

Although three variablessdose, beam incidence ang
pattern boundary angled were systematically varied, we d
not attempt an optimization involving other variables
combinations of these three. It is possible that condit
might be found that increase the extent to which bound
can influence the self-organization still farther.

Linear9 and nonlinear10 partial differential equation
sPDEsd have been proposed as descriptions of the sp
rippling phenomenon. It is not clear whether any PDE
posed to date can describe adequately the large-aspec
morphologies observed in germanium, as well as the o
vation that under some conditions4 some parts of the spu
tered surface actually rise above the original surface he

.

er

f

FIG. 5. Number of aligned ripples vs incidence angle with respect to su
normal. All irradiations were for 1.731018/cm2 in geometry of Fig. 2. “Up
stream” boundary of patterned area was inclined by 10° from norm
projected ion beam direction. Line is a guide to the eye.

FIG. 6. Number of aligned ripples vs upstream boundary inclination a
from normal to projected ion beam direction. Milled crater was a para
gram with two boundaries parallel to the projected ion beam direction
two boundaries inclined by the stated amount from normal to the proj
ion beam direction. FIB incidence angle was 62° from surface norma

18 2
dose was 1.6310 /cm . Line is a guide to the eye.
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It is anticipated that the morphological evolution repo
here will help determine the nature of the most impor
terms in a governing PDE.

More generally, there remains open the question of w
physical effects, or which terms in a PDE, should be im
tant in order to permit one to maximize the degree of m
phology control one can exercise in the interior o
uniformly-processed area by manipulating only the bou
aries of the processed area. The answer may be cruci
the future role of lithographic patterning on the smal
practical length scale to control the self-organization at
smaller length scales in the mass production of nano
devices. Experiments such as this one begin to addres
issue for CMOS-compatible processes.
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